The Wolfe Institute

The Ethyle R. Wolfe Institute for the Humanities, in cooperation with the English Department, the MFA Fiction Department, and the MFA Poetry Department presents

A Reading of Fiction and Poetry

Joshua Henkin & Aaron Poochigian


Aaron Poochigian studied under the poets Tim Murphy, Dave Mason and Alan Sullivan. After traveling and doing research in Greece on fellowship from 2003-4, he earned his Ph.D. in Classics in 2006 from the University of Minnesota. He was a visiting professor of Classics at the University of Utah in 2007-8 and D.L. Jordon Fellow at Roanoke College in Salem, Virginia from 2008-2009. His translations of Sappho’s poems, *Stung With Love*, will be out in late October through Penguin Classics. Of these translations Carol Ann Duffy, poet laureate of the UK, has written: “In these wonderful new translations by Aaron Poochigian we hear the voice of a great and enduring poet in our ear again.” His original poems have appeared in such journals as *Arion, The Dark Horse* and *Poetry Magazine*.

Wednesday, September 23, 2009
4:15 to 6:15 p.m.
Multipurpose Room
Brooklyn College Library (Room 411)

For Information: (718) 951-5847 wolfeinstitute@brooklyn.cuny.edu